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Pen CS adds AMA's doctorportal CPD app to
Topbar

Written by Kate McDonald on 15 May 2019.

Pen CS has teamed up with the Australian
Medical Association to add its doctorportal
Learning continuing professional development
app to Pen's Topbar clinical decision support
tool.

The app will allow doctors to access the portal
without leaving their clinical information
system. It also includes customised set up and

prompt building capabilities for doctorportal so general practices can set learning goals for their teams based
on practice population health goals and and the new PIP QI requirements.

doctorportal Learning is a CPD tracking system for Australian doctors that provides high quality educational
content for medical professionals. The AMA has developed it as a complete solution for registering,
completing and managing professional learning, meeting and reporting requirements.

Topbar is part of the Pen CS CAT Plus population health and general practice platform. Pen CS director
Thomas Wenkart said it was designed to help general practices save time and money, generate revenue and
improve workflow efficiencies.

“Topbar brings in patient context to CPD learning modules by matching the patient to an accreditation course,
online learning module or recommended reading for the doctor,” Dr Wenkart said.

“Doctors can select a focus for their education matched to practice population needs, their own interest and
PIP QI.”

Topbar is available free of charge to all general practices in licensed Primary Health Network (PHN)
catchment areas. This includes NSW, WA, Queensland, the ACT, the NT, SA and some areas in Victoria.
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